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Game Profile:
Game Name: Lucky Fish Frenzy
Game type: Multiplayer entertainment lottery
Configuration-
CPU: I3 processor
Memory: 2G
Hard drive: 32G
Sound card: Diretx sound compatible
Video card: GTX650

Game controls:



1. Put game coin into the slot.
2. The ballabove is moving from one side to another; find the right time to press the control button,
the ball will dropin the current position. Players can also do multiple keystrokes, and more balls
will drop (up to 4 balls dropped).
3. If the ball drops into the fish tank, certain number of lottery tickets will be obtained.

Game features:
1. Networking function
Support multiplayer of multiple machines fighting for LUCKY FISH Alphabet Jackpot (JP
award).
2. Random Lottery Award
The green lottery score of the first fish tank changes randomly, which is divided into four sets of
values (for example: 10.20.30.40) that are changing randomly. Players drop the balls at the right
timing can obtain different lottery scores; the scores can be set in the background.
3. Bonus Ball Award
When the bonus-ball fish tank (labeled "Bonus Ball ") is won, the game will automatically drop N
balls, and the number of bonus balls can be set in the background.
4. Double Lottery Award
When Double-Lottery Fish Tank (labeled "X2") is won, thendouble lottery stagewill start. In
addition to bonus-ball fish tank, ultimate awards, consolation awards, the lottery of all the other
fish tanks will be doubled. At this stage, the players can obtain more lottery tickets.
5. JPAward
Winning Alphabet Fish Tank (marked with specific letters) will bring the corresponding letters.
When the LUCKY FISH on top of the interface has been completely lighten up, the ultimate prize
can be received, and the scores can be set in background.

Common hardware settings:

1. Coin selector

The coin selector setting: Fast (20ms) & Accurate

2. Lottery

The lottery setting: Fast & Normal open & Low power level

Background settings:

1. Main interface



Detail settings of fish tank lottery value, multi-ball, ultimate
award, etc.

Set game connection, coin insert, lottery value, and whether
free of charge or not

View current revenue information

2. System setting



Server: responsible for synchronizing all the status of the
AlphabetJackpot (JPAward) of the client-sides connected to this machine

Client-side: ordinary machine needs to connect to LAN server to sync
AlphabetJackpot (JPAward)

Set the number of this machine; when the JP is awarded, the other machine
screen will display this machine number winning the JPAward

Set the number of
the coins for one-time play, of the balls rewarded, and of the lottery ticketsexpected to be
obtained.



3Fish tank setting

Yellow number represents fish tank number

Probability of winning in natural drop

Lottery number setting; when multi-ball function is operated, the number of
rewarded balls will be represented;

LUCKY Fish Alphabet Jackpot

Fish tank numbers can be set for multi-ball tanks



Indicates the average lottery value that a ball can obtain in natural

probability (if the expectation is 0000 or the value is very large), please check the setting of the
multi-ball fish tank.

Adjustable configuration is N times of the default value

4. Data statistics



Can check how many balls each fish tank has won, the number of JP Jackpots, the coins inserted
in total, and the lottery number in total.

If data recalculation is needed, please press the ZeroClearing button.

Machine parameters:



55-inch full-HD 2K giant screen is utilized to better achieve high-end gaming experience!
Brand new games, with cute cartoon fish imagesthat are lifelike!
Ready to operate multiplayer at any time; win the LUCKY FISH Awards, and enjoy the
excitement of the JP battle!
Double Lottery excites the player to carry on playing nonstop!
Easy to start, engaging and fun; two words to put it:refreshing and stimulating!
Wide range of applicable people;female/male and the elders/the youth can all enjoy the game
passion!

Safety guidelines
1. The maintenance and repair of the machine must be carried through under the condition of
powered-off, and the relevant professionals need to be present for guide.
2. Select the appropriate accessory when replacing the device.
3. Do not disassemble, assemble and change the equipment.
4. Confirm that anymoving, flipping, transport, etc. can meet the manufacturer's requirements.
5. The machine should not be placed with leakage, high temperature, or dangerous goods, and it
shall not be placed at the place that is smooth, unstable, seriously vibrate, and dusty.
6. Do not place objects in the exhaust vents of the engine.
7. Do notforcefully stretch, distort, or fold power cords;do not expose the power line or keep it
near to high-temperature object.




